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ALL THAT’S JAZZ
BY CY DNE Y HA LPIN

G

iven the lingering chill in the
air, it’s hard to imagine that it’s
already May! But May it is and
I’m thrilled to announce it’s only one
more month until NJJS will once
again present LIVE, in person programming beginning Sunday, June
5th, 3:00 - 5:00PM with the launch of
our Jersey Jazz LIVE! events.- formerly known as our Sunday Socials.
Covid and its realities has necessitated that our Jersey Jazz
LIVE! events find a new “home.” The
Board and I would like to thank Tom
Donohoe and all the staff at Shanghai Jazz for their many, many years
of dedication and service to NJJS
hosting of our Sunday Socials. This
opportunity was a lovely benefit of
membership, and we’re very grateful
that Tom chose to support the partnership established with the venue’s
previous owners, David and Martha.

NJJS.ORG

The next time you’re at Shanghai
Jazz, please thank Tom personally
for all of his hospitality and support.
While change isn’t always easy,
I’m happy to announce that our Jersey Jazz LIVE! events will now be
held at the Madison Community Arts
Center - a beautiful and modern arts
and cultural facility in Madison, NJ,
with indoor and outdoor performance
spaces, ample FREE street parking,
easily accessible entrance ramps, and
a wall of sliding doors that provide
superb ventilation. This new location
will provide NJJS the opportunity to
expand our programming, showcasing “rising stars” alongside acclaimed
artists, as well as presenting multimedia and mixed media events.
With the help and expertise
of MACA’s Director of Arts and
Events John Pietrowski and Arts
and Events Coordinator Caroline

Romanelli, I know Jersey Jazz
LIVE! programming will continue
to provide our members, non- members and jazz fans the opportunity
to celebrate America’s original art
form as we have always done with
joy and community —and some
necessary and inevitable changes - as we celebrate our 50th year
dedicated to the performance, promotion and preservation of jazz.
The first Jersey Jazz LIVE!
Event will feature the Evan Sherman Quartet. Please see page 08
for more information on this tour
de force musician. Admission to
this event will be $10 for members and $15 for non-members
payable at the door with cash or
credit card. There will be light refreshments for purchase. Masks
and proof of vaccination required.
We’ve missed you and look for-

ward to seeing you on June 5th.
Come help us celebrate the strength
and resilience of the jazz community with what I know will be
an amazing concert and event.

T

here will be NO virtual streaming
event this month as we transition back to live programming.
If you’ve missed any of our past virtual performances, or any of the the
Metuchen Arts Council - Jazz/NJJS
joint educational presentations, you
can access them all at your leisure
on our website njjs.org/Events/Videos. I’d like to acknowledge and thank
Christine Vaindirlis - our tech goddess
- for all of her expertise and help with
these presentations, and for maintaining the website with such dedication and aplomb. We couldn’t have
presented these events and archived
this material without her wizardry!
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ALL THAT’S JAZZ

P

erhaps you’d like to sponsor
or co-sponsor a Jersey Jazz
LIVE! event? Funding for the
Jersey Jazz LIVE! events has been
made possible, in part, by funds from
Morris Arts though the New Jersey
State Council on the Arts/ Department of State, a partner agency of the
National Endowment for the Arts.
While we’re very grateful for this
support, this funding doesn’t cover
the full costs of our programming.
If you or someone you know would
like to sponsor or co-sponsor one of
these programs, please contact me at
pres@njjs.org for more information.

I

t’s with great delight that I share
the news that the New Juried
Scholarship Competition produced 11 student submissions - seven
Jazz Performance applicants and four
Jazz Composition applicants. This
is a great start to this new initiative,
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and one that will continue to grow in
participation, prestige and funding.
During the application submission timeline, NJJS received some
very exciting news from an anonymous donor to award an additional
prize in each category. Thanks to
this gift, there will now be the advertised $1,000 prize per category
funded by a generous donation from
Nan Hughes Poole to cover multiple
years, AND a $500 prize in each category sponsored by this jazz patron.
Judged by professional musicians, educators and industry leaders Don Braden, Ted Chubb, Mariel Bildsten and Jason Olaine, the
submissions are currently being
assessed, and the winners will be
announced and profiled in the June
issue of Jersey Jazz. We’re very grateful to Don, Ted, Mariel and Jason
for their participation and expertise, and will seek their advice as we

continue to grow this competition.

T

he Board and I wish to acknowledge and congratulate the New
Brunswick Jazz Project on their
12th anniversary providing world
class jazz performances in downtown
New Brunswick. Since its inception
in 2010 the Project has gone from
presenting two jazz performances a month, to offering year-round
shows, four nights every week.
Its founders Jimmy Lenihan, Virginia DeBerry and Michael Tublin’s
vision that, “Jazz shouldn’t only be
found in New York, New Orleans
and Kansas City, [but that] the music
should be everywhere - all the time.”
The NBJP has become an integral part of New Brunswick and
has helped to propel the city to
#6 on the Movoto.com list of the
10 Most Exciting Small Cities in
America, with live music being cit-

ed as one of the deciding factors.
Bravo to Jimmy, Virginia and
Michael on a job very well done.
For more information on the NBJP
and on scheduled programming,
please visit their website nbjp.org.

T

he Chicken Fat Ball is BACK!
Monday, May 30th marks
the return of this longstanding and beloved event held at the
Woodland in Maplewood, NJ.
Those that have attended in years
past know that this is a BYOP - Bring
your Own Picnic - affair, where adult
beverages aren’t “against the rules.”
This year’s lineup will not disappoint and will deliver traditional,
hot jazz in style. Gets your tickets,
pack a picnic and plan on a fabulous
afternoon. For more information
about the performers and how to
purchase tickets, please see ad on
page 32 and a news article on page 13.
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EDITOR’S CHOICE
BY SA NFO RD JOS EPHSON

Essentially Ellington and Wells Fargo
Jazz for Teens: Developing Future Stars

J

ersey Jazz launched its Rising
Star series in the March-April
2020 issue with a feature on
drummer Evan Sherman, who, as you
can read on page 08, will be leading
a quartet at the New Jersey Jazz
Society’s June 5th Jersey Jazz Live!
concert at the Madison Community
Arts Center. This marks a return to
live performances after more than
two years of virtual presentations,
forced by the pandemic.
Since that initial Rising Star feature, we have interviewed 23 more
young musicians—13 male and 10 female. In this month’s issue, there are
two Rising Star articles, and they take
a slightly different focus. Rather than
centering on individuals, they are
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spotlighting two of the programs that
help develop and recognize Rising
Stars: Jazz at Lincoln Center’s Essentially Ellington (page 29) where two
New Jersey high school bands—Newark Academy and Jazz House Kids—
are finalists; and the New Jersey Performing Arts Center’s Wells Fargo
Jazz for Teens program, which is celebrating its 25th anniversary (page 33).
Trumpeter Summer Camargo, a Rising Star featured in Jersey
Jazz’s May 2021 issue, was part of
the Dillard Center for the Performing Arts High School jazz ensemble
(Fort Lauderdale, FL) that finished
in third place at the 2017 Essentially Ellington competition. “I was so
excited,” she told me. “We were all

backstage at Rose Hall, and Wynton
(Marsalis) was talking to my band
director.” The following year at Essentially Ellington, Camargo received
the Festival’s Ella Fitzgerald Outstanding Soloist Award, and she won
the songwriting award for best original composition and arrangement.
Another Dillard graduate, trumpeter Anthony Hervey, was our Rising
Star last month. Every year at Dillard, he said, “We were trying to make
sure our music was good enough so
we could compete (in Essentially
Ellington).” Hervey was an outstanding trumpet soloist every year at
Essentially Ellington, and his senior
year he also received the Ella Fitzgerald Outstanding Soloist Award.
Vocalist Lucy Yeghiazaryan spent
six years in NJPAC’s Wells Fargo Jazz
for Teens program. In an interview
with NJJS President Cydney Halpin
following her performance in NJJS’

April Virtual Social, she talked about
the importance of Jazz for Teens. “I
highly recommend it for any teenagers who want to play in ensembles and
get a really good feel for it,” she said.
“The faculty has some of the best players, so you get first-hand knowledge.
“The vocal section,” she continued,
“always had a rhythm section with us,
so we could rehearse anything with
them any time we liked. So, I think
that really got that fear of leading a
band out of me. I think a lot of young
singers are afraid of that. I got used
to it early on, and it was really, really
helpful to me. And, I had a great time.”
When she was interviewed by
Schaen Fox in the September-October 2020 Jersey Jazz, Yeghiazaryan
pointed out that at Jazz for Teens,
“You got to meet a lot of real people
who were actually working in the field.
It was a very real example of what was
to come, if you decided to go into jazz.”
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ABOUT NJJS

F

ounded in 1972, The New Jersey Jazz Society
has diligently maintained its mission to promote
and preserve America’s great art form—jazz. To
accomplish our mission, we produce a monthly
magazine, Jersey Jazz; sponsor live jazz events; and
provide scholarships to New Jersey college students
studying jazz. Through our outreach program
Generations of Jazz, we provide interactive programs
focused on the history of jazz. The Society is run by a
board of directors who meet monthly to conduct Society
business. NJJS membership is comprised of jazz devotees
from all parts of the state, the country and the world.

MEMBER BENEFITS

JOIN NJJS

You become an integral part of
the NJJS community, and the
history and future of jazz

Family/Individual $45
(Family includes to 2 Adults and
2 children under 18 years of age)
Family/Individual 3-Year $115
Musician Member $45 / 3-Year $90
(one time only, renewal at standard
basic membership level.)
Youth $15 - For people under
21 years of age. Date of Birth Required.
Give-A-Gift $25 - Members in
good standing may purchase
unlimited gift memberships.
Applies to New Memberships only.
Fan $75 - $99
Jazzer $100 - $249
Sideman $250 - $499
Bandleader $500+
Corporate Membership $1000

Exclusive access to 11 Digital Issues
of our Award Winning Jersey Jazz
Magazine — Featuring Articles,
Interviews, Reviews, Events and More
Discounts to our Jersey Jazz
LIVE! Sunday Concerts
Discounts at NJJS Sponsored
Concerts & Events.
MUSICIAN MEMBERS

FREE Listing on NJJS.org “Musicians
List” with Individual Website Link
FREE Gig Advertising in
our Monthly eBlast
THE RECORD BIN

Visit www.njjs.org or email info@njjs.org
for more information on our programs and services
NJJS.ORG

A collection of CDs & LPs available
at reduced prices at most NJJS
concerts and events and through
mail order www.njjs.org/Store

Members at Bandleader level and above and
Corporate Memberships receive special benefits.
Please contact Membership@njjs.org for details.
The New Jersey Jazz Society is qualified as a
tax exempt cultural organization under section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code,
Federal ID 23-7229339. Your contribution is
tax-deductible to the full extent allowed by law.
For more Information or to join, visit www.njjs.org
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Evan Sherman Quartet Launches
Return to Live Music at a New Venue

“The Passing of the Tradition Down from Generation
to Generation — That’s What Jazz is to Me.”

NJJS.ORG

O

n February 25, 1959, Duke Ellington recorded The Queen’s
Suite, written by him and Billy
Strayhorn, sent it to Queen Elizabeth
II, and never issued it to the public during his lifetime. Last month,
drummer Evan Sherman was commissioned by the Chairman of the English Speaking Union (NYC Branch)
to assemble a big band for a new video
performance of The Queen’s Suite, to
be presented to the (same) Queen.
The Ellington recording featured
clarinetist Jimmy Hamilton, with
prominent use of clarinets throughout
the piece. On Sherman’s video, Ken
Peplowski is the featured clarinetist, and Mark Gross, Julian Lee, Zoe
Obadia, and Dayna Stephens play
saxophone and clarinet. The video was recorded at Power Station at
BerkleeNYC (formerly Avatar Studios)
on West 53rd St. in Manhattan, and, according to Sherman, “Princess Anne
came by where we were recording.”

Sherman, who will lead a quartet on June 5 at the New Jersey Jazz
Society’s first live concert since February 2020, should be accustomed to
unexpected visitors. During the summer of 2021, Wynton Marsalis and
The Today Show’s Hoda Kotb showed
up at a street concert he was performing at 85th and Columbus on the Upper
West Side (“Editor’s Choice, Jersey
Jazz, January 2022). Today Show link
Joining Sherman for his June
5th concert, which will be presented
at 3 p.m. at the Madison Community
Arts Center, will be tenor saxophonist Jerry Weldon, who was part of the
summer street band and subsequent
self-produced album, Sidewalkin’;
bassist John Lee; and pianist Davis
Whitfield. Sherman is excited that
live music is “coming back,” and he’s
keeping busy. He and bassist Tyler
Mitchell alternate leading a band at
Smalls in Greenwich Village on Tuesday nights, and the day we spoke in
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JERSEY JAZZ LIVE!

JERSEY JAZZ LIVE!
late April, he was planning for two
performances that night at The Django in Tribeca—an early show with
keyboardist Mike LeDonne’s trio followed by guitarist Mark Whitfield’s
band. “These guys were my teachers
and mentors when I was 13 or 14 years
old,” he said. “So, now, it’s 15 years
later, and I’m really living the dream
of getting to perform with them and
learn. I get my butt kicked by these
guys, and they enjoy it. The passing of
the tradition down from generation to
generation—that’s what jazz is to me.”
On Thursday night, May 12,
Sherman will lead a quartet at New
Brunswick’s Tavern on George, part
of the New Brunswick Jazz Project
program. On August 20, his big band
will be featured at the Morris Museum’s Jazz on the Back Deck series.
On May 14, he will lead a quintet as
part of The Django’s Next Gen series.
And, in September, he and pianist
Emmet Cohen will be touring togeth-

NJJS.ORG

April 2020 issue. At that time, he
recalled the first time he went to Dizzy’s Club in New York City. “I was
14, and I saw Roy Haynes play. I was
always attracted to seeing the old
guys play—James Moody, Cedar Walton.” Playing with Benny Golson, he
said, was an experience he “cherished.” —SANFORD JOSEPHSON

:

Evan Sherman’s big band at JALC’s Appel Room

er “all over the West Coast. We’ll be
playing at some big festivals.” Sherman and Cohen were in the midst
of a tour of midwestern colleges
with veteran tenor saxophonist Benny Golson in January 2020 when
Covid brought everything to a halt.
In 2010, as a student at Millburn
High School, Sherman was one of
28 high school music students from
around the country selected to perform at Grammy Week events in Los
Angeles. “One of my first gigs being

hired to play in New York,” he recalled,
“was when I was 15 or 16 at Fat Cat (in
the Village) with Don Hahn, a trumpet player who’s had a lot of young
musicians come through his band.
After that, it just kept snowballing. I
would always go to the Smalls jam
session on Fridays, and there would
be a bunch of musicians. If you played
in a nice way, you might get a gig.”
Sherman was the initial interviewee in Jersey Jazz’s Rising Star
series, which began in our March/

The Madison Community Arts
Center is located at 10 Kings Road
in Madison, NJ. Admission to this
event will be $10 for members and
$15 for non-members payable at
the door with cash or credit card.
There will be light refreshments
for purchase. Masks and proof of
vaccination required. Funding for the
NJJS Socials has been made possible,
in part, by funds from Morris
Arts though the New Jersey State
Council on the Arts/ Department
of State, a partner agency of the
National Endowment for the Arts.
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JAZZ ON A SUNDAY AFTERNOON
The Charlie Apicella Trio:
Celebrating the Blues

G

uitarist Charlie Apicella, wrote
Vintage Guitar Magazine’s John
Heidt, “immediately brings to
mind Grant Green. He’s funky, he’s
bluesy, and he’s not afraid to get
dirty at times.” When Apicella leads
a trio at 3 p.m. on Sunday, May 22,
at the Jay and Linda Grunin Center for the Arts in Toms River, he
will be playing one Green tune that
he “recently discovered. It is a true
down home delta blues chord progression which I will be doing as a
duo with Don Braden on tenor sax.”
That won’t be the only blues-oriented piece in the concert, part of
Grunin’s Jazz on a Sunday Afternoon series. The repertoire will also
include “Black Eye Blues”, written

NJJS.ORG

for Ma Rainey by Thomas Dorsey
and two compositions from the late
multi-reedist Yusef Lateef’s Flute
Book of the Blues, featuring Braden on flute and the third member
of the trio, Avery Sharpe on bass.
Lateef was Apicella’s first music
teacher when he was a student at the
University of Massachusetts. Sharpe,
best known for his association with
the late pianist, McCoy Tyner, appeared on seven of Lateef’s albums.
“One of my favorite musicians
is Ma Rainey,” Apicella added, “and
my transcription of her classic ‘Black
Eye Blues’ is one I play on tenor banjo
while Don Braden plays soprano saxophone in the style of Sidney Bechet.”
Braden last appeared at the Grun-

in Center in October 2018, playing
music from his Creative Perspective
Music album, Earth Wind and Wonder, featuring jazz interpretations
of the music of Earth Wind & Fire
and Stevie Wonder. His latest CPM
album is Chemistry, recorded with
bassist Joris Teepe and drummers
Louis Hayes and Jeff ‘Tain’ Watts.
In his review of Apicella’s 2019 Oa2

album, Groove Machine, DownBeat’s Matthew Kassel described
him as a guitarist who “had devoted himself to a kind of historical
reenactment,” seeking to “channel
an era of American music when
hard bop and r&b reigned ...”
AllAboutJazz’s Don Phipps described Groove Machine as serving up “a gumbo of styles that run
from New Orleans blues and Chicago funk to Motown and New York
bop. The combination makes for a
‘groovy’ listening experience — road
music that will keep the head nodding and the mind trucking.”
The New Jersey Jazz Society is a proud sponsor of the Jazz
on a Sunday Afternoon series. To
order tickets, log onto grunincenter.org or call (732) 255-0500.

:

Tickets will be sold in socially
distanced pods. Masks are
encouraged but not required.
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LIVE MUSIC IS BACK

Jersey Jazz LIVE!

PH OTO BY MI C H A E L W E I N T RO B

F EAT U R ING

The Evan Sherman Quartet
SUNDAY, JUNE 5

3:00 PM

Madison Community Arts Center
10 KINGS ROAD, MADISON, NJ
FREE STREET PARKING ON KINGS ROAD
$

MASKS/PROOF OF VACCINATION REQUIRED

10 MEMBERS | $15 NON-MEMBERS
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Ricky Riccardi: ‘I Wanted to Honor
the Music That Meant So Much to Me’

W

hen Ricky Riccardi began writing the liner notes for Mosaic
Records’ The Complete Louis
Armstrong Columbia & RCA Victor
Studio Sessions 1946-66, the Grammy Awards “were the last thing on
my mind,” he said. This record set,
though, was “very personal” to Riccardi because “the specific music that
changed my life when I was 15 was the
Armstrong Columbia Recordings released by George Avakian (legendary
record producer, writer, and educator).
And that’s the heart of this set. George
passed away in 2017, and I wanted
to honor him. I wanted to honor the
music that meant so much to me.”
Riccardi is Director of Research
Collections for the Louis Armstrong
House Museum and author of two
books on Armstrong, What a Won-
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derful World: The Magic of Louis
Armstrong’s Later Years (Pantheon:
2011) and Heart Full of Rhythm: The
Big Band Years of Louis Armstrong
(Oxford University Press: 2020).
As previously reported on njjs.
org, Riccardi won the Grammy Award
this year for his 30,000-word liner
notes accompanying the album. The
trip to Las Vegas for the award ceremony, he said, was like “an outer body

experience. I’ve gotten a kick out of
writing liner notes for years. So, just
to get that nomination, to go with my
wife to Vegas, to be there—the whole
thing felt surreal. A couple of days
earlier we were in Toms River, NJ,
picking the kids up from school. It
was like, ‘Win or lose, this is something we’ll never forget.’ And, then, to
win, that just brought the whole surreal aspect to an astronomical level.”
The Liner Notes award was given
out during an afternoon ceremony,
which, Riccardi said, “was kind of
a free for all, first come, first seat-

ed. All of a sudden, you’re on stage
in front of a giant room. I didn’t have
any notes or anything. You have to
speak quickly. You see the ‘wrap it
up’ sign, and the band starts playing, so you know you’re talking too
much. Then, they whisk you off stage.”
With the liner notes, Riccardi just
wanted to give the listener “a road
map, telling them what they’re listening to, where it’s coming from. It took
me 30,000 words to tell the whole
story, and, even by Mosaic standards,
that’s a lot for a CD booklet. You could
almost say 25 years of my life were
being poured into these notes. It was
very personally important to me.”
Although winning a Grammy was
never Riccardi’s intention, he hopes it
creates “some buzz for the set. I hope
that a few people who did not know
about Mosaic or did not know about
this particular set, will check it out;
and maybe have their lives changed
by this music like mine was.” —SJ
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CHICKEN FAT BALL
Annual Swing Party Returns
After Pandemic-Enforced Absence

“It’s a Jazz Gig. We Will Make It Up When We Get There.”
BY SCHAE N FOX

Warren Vache

NJJS.ORG

A

fter nearly an 18-month absence, due to Covid, the Chicken
Fat Ball returns to The Woodland in Maplewood, NJ, on May
30, with a lineup of outstanding
swing musicians. This year’s seven
crowd-pleasing stars: Warren Vache,
cornet; John Allred, trombone; Ken
Peplowski, clarinet and tenor sax;
Harry Allen, tenor sax; Rossano
Sportiello, piano; Gary Mazzaroppi, bass; and Paul Wells, drums.
It may be just an apt poetic coincidence, but this year — as opposed to past events, held in cold
and dark winter — it comes in the
glorious height of warm and bright
spring. Perhaps, if the weather permits, doors and windows may be
open. Other factors are the same: The
Woodland is handicapped-accessible, with a large stage for good line
of sight and good acoustics; parking
is on the street or in the small free

lot in back of the building. The doors
will open at noon, and the music
starts at 1 p.m. As in the past, there
will be table seating. Patrons should
bring their own food and drinks.
A few tables will be reserved. One
will be for the New Jersey Jazz Society; the other will offer whatever
merchandise the musicians chose
to bring. As in the past, there should
be ample opportunity to get a purchase autographed by the artist.
As for the program, Vache was succinct. “It’s a jazz gig,” he said. “We
will make it up when we get there.”
Sportiello, fresh off a successful tour
of both the United States and Europe,
expects that, as in the past, “The band
is not going to play all together all the
time, because you need a little variety.
People love to see the features and
things breaking up a little bit: a piano
solo here, saxophone feature there,
things like that. It’s going to be fun.”
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CHICKEN FAT BALL
Allen agreed. “Every time I’ve
done it,” he said, “it has been really,
really fun, and I’m so glad it is happening. It is a great lineup.” Sportiello concurred, “People like Donald
Greenfield, Al Kuehn, and of course,
my fellow musicians, they are won-

derful friends. I literally can’t wait to
be there to play with my colleagues
and to play for my New Jersey audience that over the years has shown
me so much love. I can’t wait to give
it back.” Vache added that, “We need
things like the Chicken Fat Ball
to help get things rolling again.”
While, hopefully, the pandemic
will be far less of a health threat by
the day of the gig, proof of vaccination and ID will be required to get
in. Also, capacity is only about 200
people, and it has always sold out.

Rossano Sportiello

NJJS.ORG

To order tickets, which are $35,
mail a check payable to Al Kuehn
with a stamped, self-addressed return
envelope to: Al Kuehn, 12 Lenox
Place, Maplewood, NJ 07040. For
more information, call (973) 7637955. Be sure to include your name,
address, email address, phone number,
and number of tickets requested.
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:

Saturday, June 4

at McCarter
After 2 years, Jazz in June is back!

June 10 ––– June 25

Don't miss the opportunity to enjoy this curated line-up of LIVE Jazz.

Gregory Porter
as part of

Known for his warm baritone vocals,
Gregory Porter rose to acclaim in the
2010s with his earthy, cross-pollinated
brand of jazz, soul, and gospel. A gifted
singer of standards as well as more
contemporary soul material, Porter has
earned favorable comparisons to his idols
Nat King Cole, Donny Hathaway, and
Stevie Wonder. He announced his arrival
by picking up a Grammy nomination for
his 2010 debut, Water.
BUY TICKETS
NOW!
www.mccarter.org/
gregoryporter

Sponsored by

• JOSHUA REDMAN TRIO • CHRISTIAN SANDS QUARTET • HELEN SUNG QUARTET •
• JAZZMEIA HORN • DEE DEE BRIDGEWATER AND BILL CHARLAP • TYSHAWN SOREY SEXTET •

LEARN MORE ABOUT
THE GALA
www.mccarter.org/
gala2022

RON CARTER: CELEBRATING 85 YEARS
Three Different Musical Groups
Will Play at Carnegie Hall Concert
Guitarist Russell Malone, Pianist Renee Rosnes,
and Saxophonist Jimmy Greene Are Among Those
Who Will Perform with the Legendary Bassist.
BY JAY SW EET

NJJS.ORG

so I wound up going to Cass Technical Institute in Detroit, which was a
big school at the time; it was like a junior college, but it was a high school.
“Every now and then, there would
be these PTA meetings and these conferences where they would call schools
to provide some music. When it came
down to adding musicians from Cass
Tech, I thought I should have gotten
more calls than I got. I realized that the
bass player was graduating in January
1955, and there would be no bass player in the orchestra’s chamber group.
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hile growing up in the Detroit
area, Ron Carter began his
musical studies as a cellist,
but he switched to the bass as his primary instrument when he realized it
might afford him more opportunities.
“I auditioned (in his high school orchestra) when I was 14 and got in the
orchestra as a cellist. At that time, I
was changing teachers because I was
outgrowing what they could show
me. This was quite a thing back in the
day when a young African-American kid was outpacing his teachers,
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So, I talked it through with my parents and told them it was my plan
(to switch to the bass). By playing
the bass, I would make them call me
(for opportunities). I sold my cello, got a bass teacher, auditioned,
and got in the orchestra as a bassist;
and that’s how I got to play bass.”
Upon graduating, Carter attended
Eastman School of Music in Rochester, NY, where he studied with Roch-

NJJS.ORG

ester Philharmonic bassist Oscar
Zimmerman, who Carter remembers
as a “great teacher, a wonderful player, and a lovely man. He showed me
how the bass worked. He showed me
the things that you could possibly
do on the bass. He showed me how
to reach a skill level on the instrument.” While most of his studies
at Eastman were in classical music,
Carter began picking up local jazz
gigs with a neighbor when he returned to Detroit between semesters.
“When I would go home to Detroit for spring break,” he said, “my
parents’ neighbor told me he was
putting together a little jazz band to
play for summer parties in Detroit
and at some fraternities at Wayne
State University. He asked me if I
could help him out; I told him, ‘Well, I
don’t know the library (of music), but
I’m sure it’s not too complicated.’ He
sent me some records like Paul Des-

“
IF YOU GET A CALL FOR A GIG,

LEAVE YOUR EGO AT THE DOOR.”

mond and Dave Brubeck, who were
hot at the time. So, I said, “I think I
can do this, but I will need some guidance.’ We had some rehearsals, and
then, ultimately, I fell into the Detroit fraternity and sorority weekend
party jazz scene (while I was home),
and then I would go back to school.”
With a new interest in jazz music, Carter joined a house band at the
Ridgecrest Inn, a club just outside
Rochester. He remembers the time
fondly. “They had all the big names
who were coming back from Canada
and going to New York City. I would
be playing behind guys who came in
as singles. Sonny Stitt came in for

about a week. Slim Galliard came in
for about a week. Then some bands
came in that were complete bands,
and I would meet these wonderful
bass players who told me that if I decided to go to New York City, I would
have a good chance to be working
because there was a need for good
bass players. I graduated from Eastman in 1959, went to New York City
in August of that year, and here I am.”
By 1960, Carter was quickly
established in New York City as a
first-call free lance bassist. By 1963
he had recorded with such impactful artists as Eric Dolphy, Coleman
Hawkins, Wes Montgomery, Gil
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“My next meeting with him was
in New York City in 1963. I was working in a quartet with Art Farmer, Jim
Hall, and Walter Perkins at the Half
Note. After the set was over, he called
me over to talk to him and said he was
putting together a band to go on a sixweek tour that started next week. He
asked if I was interested. I said, ‘Yes,
Mr. Davis, but I have a job working
with Art Farmer’s Quartet for two
weeks. I said, ‘If you ask Art Farmer to
let me out of my commitment to him,
I would be happy to go.’ So Art came
over, and they had a long talk. They
had been friends from back in the day.
I guess he told Art what he needed, and
he agreed to let me go for this gig, and
that’s how I joined Miles. The sextet
was with Frank Strozier, an alto player from Memphis, George Coleman,
Harold Mabern, and Jimmy Cobb.
After the six-week tour, we returned
to New York, and Miles reassembled

Russell Malone

the band. It became a quintet with
Miles, Tony Williams, Herbie Hancock, George Coleman, and myself.”
When Coleman was replaced with
saxophonist Wayne Shorter, the band
became known as his “Second Great
Quintet,” one of the most influential
and celebrated jazz units of all time.
During and after his time with
Davis, Carter continued to perform
and record at a feverish pace with
nearly every popular jazz figure on
the scene, a pattern that has contin-

Jimmy Greene

ued for decades. When asked why
he is chosen for so many projects,
Carter humbly answers, “You got to
ask those people, man, I can’t speak
for them”. In addition to his work as
a sideman, Carter led several projects of his own and has recorded
dozens of solo albums as a leader,
many of which showcase the possibilities of the bass as a solo instrument. His most recent project was
the 2022 Grammy award-winning
album, Skyline (5Passion Records)
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Evans, Don Ellis, Bobby Timmons,
Tadd Dameron, and Milt Jackson.
Around 1963, Carter was asked to
join Miles Davis’ band. That would
significantly impact his popularity.
Carter recalled his first meeting
with Davis. “I met him at a jazz concert in Rochester at a show called
‘Jazz for Moderns. It was an early
JATP (Jazz at the Philharmonic)
kind of show. It was at the Eastman
theater around 1958. It was a big
package show. They (the musicians)
had to take the train back to New
York City from Rochester and whoever was supposed to take them to
the station never showed up, or they
couldn’t find him. I was leaving the
concert, and someone asked, ‘Hey
man, do you want to take these guys
to the train station?’ I said, ‘I got a
car that can fit four people and the
bass; I can do that.’ So, I met Miles
and took him to the train station.

with pianist Gonzalo Rubalcaba and
drummer Jack DeJohnette. “I got a
call from Gonzalo saying he was putting together a trio for a music video,” Carter recalled. “The video was
just a way to show how the record
was being made. We met a couple of
times and had a library. We all contributed a couple of songs that we
thought the trio could play without
a lot of direction because of our sensitivities and sensibilities. I think it
turned out to be a really nice project.”
Jim Worsley, reviewing the album for AllAboutJazz, pointed out
that, “Ron Carter, Jack DeJohnette,
and Gonzalo Rubalcaba merged their
broad skills into an assemblage of
erudite conversations, each package
wrapped with beauty and delicate
care ... Familiar tunes were reimagined and reenergized with the clearly
abundant joy of playing together.”
In addition to his career as a bass-

NJJS.ORG

ist and recording artist, Carter is a
distinguished Professor of Music
who has been teaching at the Julliard
School since 2008. When it comes to
advising young bass players, Carter
said, “It takes a certain skill level that
is above and beyond the skill level
needed in the early 1940s to survive
as a bass player in New York. There
won’t always be a jazz gig available
(anymore). There may be a Broadway show or an off-Broadway show. I
think for a bass player to work in New
York and to make some connections
to continue to work, they have to continue to learn how the bass operates
and what the bassist’s responsibilities are. They need a good teacher
who can help direct them to be not
only productive citizens on the bass
but as a productive citizen in society. One thing that I tell my students
as they are trying to get into the New
York work scene is that if you get a call
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CHARLIE
APICELLA
the

“
I WILL HAVE THREE

featuring Don Braden

DIFFERENT GROUPS AND
PLAY WITH EACH ONE OF THEM.”
for a gig, leave your ego at home and
arrive with a fresh set of ears. That
way, you are assisting and not playing
for ‘me’.” Don’t make the leader fire
you after the first chorus for playing
for ‘me’ and not playing for ‘them.’”
Lately, Carter has been consumed
with making sure his 85th birthday
performance goes off without a hitch.
Carter turns 85 on May 4, but the concert will be held six days later on May
10. “As Covid is working its way back,
Carnegie Hall has its rules,” he said,
“so I am consumed with making sure
that the 20 musicians I am asking to

trio

participate in this concert have been
cleared to play Carnegie Hall. The
stagehands and the crew got to be tested. The music librarians who organize
the music all have to be checked out.”
He seemed eager, though, to discuss the details of the concert. “A
friend of mine decided he was going
to celebrate my birthday. For me, it
seemed like a grand scale; I’m just
a bass player in the band. He said, ‘I
will get Carnegie Hall for you.” I said,
‘Well, get it.’ Ultimately, he did. So, the
plan we put together was that I will be
the featured artist at this concert, but

SUNDAY
MAY 22 • 3:00pm
Main Stage

is a proud supporter of this event.

For the complete performance schedule,
visit grunincenter.org.
Grunin Center Box Office Hours
Monday-Friday 12:00pm-5:00pm
732-255-0500
College Drive P Toms River, NJ
Contact the Box Office two weeks prior to any show
to arrange for disability and accessibility services.
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it will be different in that I will have
three different groups and play with
each one of them. First, the trio with
Russell Malone on guitar and Donald
Vega on piano. The next band will be
the quartet, with Jimmy Greene on
saxophone, Renee Rosnes on piano,
and Payton Crossley on drums. We
will close the concert with the octet: four cellos, two bassists, a piano,
and drums. I thought that would be
a nice palette for me to display to the
audience. To showcase my personal musical experiences with various
sized groups, playing various libraries, all of the songs written by me, all
of the arrangements by me, all the
copying by me, all the hiring by me,
some firing by me. All the details. It’s
going to be a really nice evening.”
Even at nearly 85 years of age, the
NEA Jazz Master (1998) still patterns himself as a student of jazz and
shows no sign of slowing down. “I
have been a permanent student,” he

said. “I am learning something every
day. I hope that I have been able to
translate some of this overwhelming knowledge that I have been given
into a format that I can translate to
the people I hire to get the optimum
level from their performance.” When
asked where he thinks jazz is heading, Carter told me he doesn’t know
for sure. “If you find the address as
to where it’s going,” he said, “give
me the address, and I will be there.”
For The Love of Ron: Ron Carter
85th Birthday Celebration will begin
at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, May 10, at
Carnegie Hall. The emcee will be
NBC news anchor Lester Holt. For
tickets, log onto carnegiehall.org.
Everyone coming to Carnegie Hall,
including those under the age of 12,
will be required to show proof of full
vaccination against Covid-19 with
a vaccine approved by the World
Health Organization (WHO).
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Scan for more upcoming events!

eddie palmieri
latin jazz band
sat, may 21 at 8Pm
Tickets: $45-$59

bria Skonberg Quartet

jesse Cook

the james Hunter Six

SAT, JUN 11 AT 8PM

tempest tour ii

FRI, SEP 23 AT 8PM

Tickets: $29-$39

Visit sOPaCnow.org/
Covid-19 for all Covid-19
precautions & policies

FRI, JUN 17 AT 8PM
Tickets: $34-$42

billie & blue eyes presented by

john pizzarelli & Catherine russell

Tickets: $36-$56

the Songs of Frank Sinatra & billie Holiday

SAT, SEP 24 AT 8PM

delfeayo marsalis
SAT, SEP 30 AT 8PM
Tickets: $35-$45

Tickets: $48-$68
SOpaC programs are supported in
part by a grant from the new jersey
department of State, division of
travel and tourism.

Buy tickets today!

sOPaCnow.org/Jazz (973) 313-2787

TALKING JAZZ
A Jersey Jazz Interview
with Renee Rosnes
BY SCHAE N FOX
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R

enee Rosnes’ Smoke Sessions album, Kinds of Love,
released in June 2021, was described by AllAboutJazz’s
C. Andrew Horan as “yet another brilliant showcase
for Rosnes, both as a pianist and composer. The top
tier ensemble assures sublime renditions of the
composer’s originals with Christian McBride and Carl
Allen forming the sublime trio at the core of it all (along
with multi-reedist Chris Potter and percussionist/vocalist
Rogerio Boccato).” Here she talks about her early days in
Canada and the transition to New York, as she prepares
to bring her band, Artemis, into William Paterson’s Shea
Center for the Performing Arts on May 8. (See Jersey Jazz
cover story, “Renee Rosnes’ Septet Combines Individual
Star Power With a ‘Cohesive Group Sound’”, March 2021).

TALKING JAZZ

Tell us about your
early career in Canada.
RR After my time at the University
of Toronto, I made the decision to
pursue jazz as a career and returned
to Vancouver for about a three-year
period. There was a very healthy jazz
scene there, and I was able to connect
with peers as well as several older
players who mentored me during
that time, such as the guitarist Oliver Gannon, and the bassist Wyatt
Ruther. There were several venues
JJ
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that presented international artists,
and I had the opportunity to hear so
many of them — artists such as Ella
Fitzgerald, Stan Getz, Woody Shaw,
Freddie Hubbard, Oscar Peterson, the
Toshiko Akiyoshi-Lew Tabackin Big
Band, Sarah Vaughan, and a young
Wynton Marsalis with Branford
Marsalis, Kenny Kirkland, Charles
Fambrough, and Jeff “Tain” Watts.
I met a lot of New York musicians
who were sidemen in these bands, so
when I moved to the city I had already
made a few friends from these times.
The Vancouver musicians I
played with were all very talented
and dedicated players who went on
to have great careers. What I discovered when I moved to New York (in
1985) was that there were simply
more musicians of like mind, more
live music, more jam sessions, and
more opportunities to work playing
the kind of music I was interested in.
Before leaving Vancouver, I was

awarded a Canada Council of the
Arts grant. I came to the States with
the expectation of staying one year.
The funds enabled me to pay rent
and take advantage of all the city
had to offer. I took lessons, attended
master classes and really engrossed
myself in the New York scene.
I soon realized that it was going to
be difficult to pull myself away from
the city because I would be relinquishing opportunities to learn from
the masters and likely lose opportunities to work with some of my heroes.

How did you become
Co-Founder and Artistic
Director of the Oscar Peterson
International Jazz Festival?
RR Initially it was an idea of mine to
develop an international jazz festival in Oscar Peterson’s name. Oscar
was not only a towering genius, he
was certainly among the most internationally celebrated of Canadian
artists. One of the most important
missions of the festival is to showcase
world-class Canadian talent alongside
American talent. I brought the idea
JJ

“
I FELT THAT THERE WERE MANY

CANADIAN JAZZ MUSICIANS DESERVING
OF MORE RECOGNITION.”
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You also did The Jazz
Profiles for CBC radio.
How did that happen?
RR Again, that was a proposal of
mine. I felt that there were — and still
are — many Canadian jazz musicians
deserving of more recognition and in
need of being honored. Some of the
JJ
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Canadian public know the music, but
aren’t familiar with their personal
backgrounds and all their various accomplishments. CBC was interested
in presenting the show, and we chose
nine players to profile, including bassist/pianist/vibraphonist Don Thompson, bassist Michel Donato, pianists
Oliver Jones, Paul Bley, and Joe Sealy,
drummer Terry Clark, trumpeter Guido Basso, and composer/trumpeter expat Kenny Wheeler. To interview Kenny, I actually traveled to London and
visited him in his home. That was such
a thrill because he was a hero of mine
for many years. The one-hour programs were beautifully produced and
included music of each artist as well.
How did you first get
exposed to jazz?
RR I became introduced to jazz in
high school through a wonderful
band director named Bob Rebagliati who recruited me to play with
JJ
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to Kelly Peterson, Oscar’s widow, and
together we’ve worked hard to present a variety of wonderful concerts.
Of course, with the pandemic, it
was much more difficult to put things
together, but we’ve managed to stay
alive, and this year the festival will
be co-presented by Koerner Hall
and the Royal Conservatory of Music. Last year, the Artemis concert
in November was part of the OPIJF,
and this April featured such artists
as (guitarist) Ulf Wakenius, (pianist)
Makoto Ozone, and the all-star quartet of Joshua Redman, Brad Mehldau,
Christian McBride, and Brian Blade.

Rosnes with Herbie Hancock
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the jazz band. I had naturally good
ears and was immediately intrigued
with the aspect of improvisation.
Have you stayed in touch
with Bob Rebagliati?
RR “Reb” — as we call him — always
comes out to hear me perform when
I’m in Vancouver. He was very young
when I met him, and I was among his
first students. I saw him last November when I was out in British Columbia recording an album for the great
bassist Neil Swainson. The other
musicians on the forthcoming album
are the drummer Lewis Nash, and
Canadians, Brad Turner on trumpet
and Kelly Jefferson on tenor saxoJJ

phone—all excellent players. The
band played a concert before going
into the studio, and Reb came out to
hear us. It’s always great to see him.
When you moved here, did
you have any difficulty fitting
into New York’s jazz scene?
RR No, I suppose I didn’t think of it
that way. I was just in my early 20s
and was excited to be playing and
listening to all these legendary musicians. I spent many nights in clubs
such as the Village Vanguard, Sweet
Basil, Fat Tuesdays, Bradley’s, and
Lush Life. Outside of the Vanguard,
those places don’t exist anymore. It
was such a fantastic time hearing all
JJ

“
MY FIRST RECORDING AS A LEADER

my heroes play and making friends
with other musicians. It wasn’t long
after I arrived that I began to work.
My first gigs were playing at the after hours jam session at the Blue Note,
under the leadership of the trumpet
player Ted Curson. Having that gig enabled me to come into the club for free,
and I heard a lot of great musicians.
Not long after that, I had a phone
call from the great tenor saxophonist Joe Henderson, who was looking to put a band together with an
all-female rhythm section to make a
European tour. I guess you could say
that was my “break-out” gig. Around
the same time, I became the pianist for the Blue Note Records label

TOOK PLACE AT RUDY VAN GELDER’S STUDIO.”
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band “OTB” also known as “Out of
the Blue”. The band’s original pianist
Harry Pickens, was leaving,and the
trumpeter Michael Mossman asked
if I would be interested in joining;
and that’s how I came to the attention of Blue Note Records. OTB included another Canadian who’s lived
here for many years, Ralph Bowen.
In addition to living in
West Orange, has anything
of importance in your career
taken place in New Jersey?
RR Sure! My first recording as a
leader took place at Rudy Van Gelder’s studio up in Englewood Cliffs.
One track on that album is a duet
with the great Herbie Hancock. I
remember traveling in a car from
Manhattan with Herbie and the producers, Michael Cuscuna and Don
Sickler. Rudy opened the door to the
studio and there was quite a joyous
reunion with Herbie. I didn’t know
JJ
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“
THE FIRST TIME I PLAYED

THERE (WILLIAM PATERSON)
WAS WITH J.J. JOHNSON.”

beforehand that they hadn’t seen
each other in decades. There was a
lot of hugging and laughter … it was
a wonderful reunion to witness.
In the studio, there were two
Steinways set up for the recording,
and Herbie very graciously invited me to choose whichever instrument I preferred to play. One was the
classic piano of all those great Blue
Note albums that had been recorded
there, including Herbie’s own Maiden Voyage recording. At the time, I
remember thinking, “How cool will
this be to record with Herbie and
play the same instrument that he

made all those classic recordings
on.” I chose the older piano, and he
played the newer Steinway. Needless to say, it was a thrilling experience and especially to hear that Van
Gelder sound during playbacks.

What was working
with Rudy like?
RR I found him to be an elegant and
warm person who was a consummate
professional. He was always wonderful.
When I attended the mastering session, I sat next to Rudy in the
control room, and he began to teach
me about the different elements of
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Did you run your
fingers over the marks?
RR Yes, I did.

mastering. I recall him telling me
to close my eyes, listen to the end of
a track and to let him know when I
thought an adequate amount of silence had gone by and the next track
should begin. I remember lowering
my arm to indicate where the next
piece should start. He agreed with
me, and then indicated the button to
press to actually create that space
between the tracks. I was in my mid20s then and knew how lucky I was
to be tutored by the iconic engineer.
Another interesting anecdote
has to do with that same Steinway
piano. Rudy showed me some noticeable indentations on the piano lid and explained that during a
session long ago, Thelonious Monk
had been writing music on top of
the piano and had pressed so hard
on the paper that his handwriting
went right through and became engraved onto the piano lid. Crazy!

Artemis, the all-female band
you founded in 2017, is scheduled
to play at William Paterson
University on May 8. Have you
performed there before?
RR Yes, a couple of times. It’s a lovely performance space. The first time
I played there was with J.J. Johnson,
and that was the last public performance of his career. That was quite
a memorable day. Rufus Reid was
our bassist, and the school’s Director
of Jazz Studies at that time. I’ve also
performed there most recently with
Bill Charlap (her husband and current Director of Jazz Studies) for our
two-piano concerts. It’ll be nice to
play with this particular band there.
Coincidentally, we’re playing on
Mother’s Day, which is appropriate.
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Stokes Music Camp

For music students ages 10-17
Instrumental and vocal instruction including
Jazz, Classical, Band and Orchestra
July 10 thru 16, 2022
A weeklong sleep-away music and nature camp
with fun activities for every student!

The camp was founded in 1992 and
is returning after a 2-year hiatus.
More info is at
montclair.edu/stokes

RISING STARS

Only 15 Bands Invited Out of 89 Entries

TOP RIGHT: JHK violinist Jacquie Lee, who will duo with clarinetist Mark Ricco on Juan
Tizol’s “Moon Over Cuba”. ABOVE: Newark Academy vocalist Yasmeena Sharif, left, will

sing “Good Morning Blues”, sung by Jimmy Rushing on the Count Basie recording.

NJJS.ORG
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wo New Jersey high school jazz
ensembles have been selected
as finalists in the Jazz at Lincoln Center Essentially Ellington
Competition and Festival, which is
returning to an in-person format at
JALC from May 5-7. They are the
Newark Academy band directed by
alto saxophonist Julius Tolentino
and the Jazz House Kids band directed by trumpeter Nathan Eklund.
The Newark Academy band has
been a finalist six times, finishing in
second place in 2018 and receiving
Honorable Mention (fourth place)
in 2017. The JHK band was a finalist three times, finishing in second
place in 2013 and 2014 and receiving Honorable Mention in 2016.
The 15 high school-age jazz bands
participating in this year’s Essentially
Ellington were chosen from a competitive pool of 89 schools. The screening
process was conducted by several jazz
educators and musicians. Each band

was required to submit three recorded tunes from the Essentially Ellington Library, and one of the choices
has to be one of the newly published
works from the current year. Each
finalist was visited by a member of
the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra, who acts as a clinician helping
them prepare for the competition.
In announcing the return of this
year’s in-person format, Wynton Marsalis, JALC Managing and Artistic Director and Director of Jazz at Lincoln
Center, said, “It has been an honor every single year to work with the judges
and to hear kids play and to participate
in their development. I look forward
to welcoming this fantastic community back to the House of Swing.”
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Newark Academy and Jazz House Kids
Return to Essentially Ellington Finals

RISING STARS
Newark Academy
BY SC HA EN FOX

NJJS.ORG

Newark Academy big
band, after winning
several awards at the J.P.
Stevens Jazz Festival.

kids I’ve had for seven years.”
In preparation for Essentially Ellington, “We do a lot of reading
from the Ellington library, and we
talk about it and see what students
like and just see how each tune flows.
It’s not an easy process to figure out
what tunes are best for the band. I
always think ahead a year or two.
“This year, when the new pieces
came out, a lot of them were Basie
tunes I’ve played before. So, there
is a blues we’re doing called “Good

Morning Blues” that Jimmy Rushing
sang with the Basie band. Our female
vocalist, Yasmeena Sharif, does an
awesome job. The other two selections in our set (from the Ellington
library) are ‘Concerto for Cootie’ and
‘Magnolias Dripping with Molasses’.
“It’s been a fun process,” Tolentino continued. “Even since the preliminary round, we’ve adjusted our tunes
to become a little more personal. You
definitely learn year after year, and
you pick up some tricks of the trade. I

made sure that I chose music I knew
the students would be able to execute
well in terms of range and technical
difficulty. I chose the music to our
strengths and our stronger soloists.”
The JALC clinician who worked
with Newark Academy was trumpeter Marcus Printup. “He was incredible,” Tolentino said. The students benefited from, “his insights
into playing in a big band, soloing,
and how to take advantage of the
Essentially Ellington weekend.”
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Julius Tolentino, Jazz Director at
Newark Academy in Livingston, NJ,
feels like his band has a shot at being
an Essentially Ellington finalist every
year, “because we have built a culture
where the level is very high, so they’re
always going to be swinging.” This is
the first live competition since 2019
because of the pandemic, so only
four of the 25 NA band members participating have been there before.
Tolentino teaches sixth grade
through 12th grade, “so some of my
students have come up through my
program since sixth grade,” he said.
“We have three big bands that meet
in the evening. Sixth graders might
be in the first band, which is now
called the NA Lab Band; then, they
move up to the second band, which
is called the NA Big Band. Our top
band is Chameleon. Some of these

Jazz House Kids

BY SA NFO RD JOS EPH SON

The instrumentation of this year’s
Jazz House Kids Big Band helped
dictate what music was selected for
the Essentially Ellington competition.
“We have a violinist in our group,
Jacquie Lee from Montclair High

Jazz House Kids Big Band
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School,” said Nathan Eklund, JHS
Coordinator of the Big Band program.
“We also have one of our saxophonists—Mark Ricco from Lodi High
School—whose primary instrument
is clarinet. There’s a great tradition
of violin and clarinet in the Ellington
Orchestra. It’s common for saxophonists to double on the woodwind

instruments, but, for many years,
Duke Ellington had a trumpeter, Ray
Nance, who played violin as well.
“As I was looking to put our music together,” Eklund continued, “I
was trying to find some music that
would allow us to showcase these
different instrumentalists in our
ensemble. One of the pieces of music we selected was Duke Ellington’s
arrangement of Juan Tizol’s ‘Moon
Over Cuba’, which, I believe, was
from the early ‘40s. It was really
written in spots for a clarinet duo.
I realized that it was set up really
well to adjust the instrumentation
to do it with clarinet and violin.”
The band’s lead alto saxophonist, Ginger Meyers (they, their,
them) from West Morris Mendham High School, was also the lead
altoist in the All-State Big Band,
so, said Eklund, “I selected the
arrangement of ‘Isfahan’, which
featured the great Johnny Hodg-

es. Our last selection needed to
be something from the repertory
that was added this year. There’s a
Count Basie chart from the late ‘30s
called ‘Topsy’ that we selected.”
The JALC clinician who worked
with JHK was alto saxophonist
Sherman Irby. “We all left at the
end of the evening feeling very inspired and motivated,” Eklund said.
“He was very encouraging and, at
the same time, offered tons of constructive feedback on what he was
hearing and how the group could
build before the competition.”
The last time JHK was in the
Essentially Ellington competition
Eklund wasn’t the Director, “but I
had the opportunity to be part of the
experience. I’m so excited for the
students to have this opportunity to
participate and be part of the program. I know from talking with other
students that it’s something you will
remember for the rest of your life.”
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TICKETS 35
$

Complete registration and mail
with check payable to Al Kuehn,
12 Lennox Place, Maplewood, NJ 07040.
Please include a self-addressed,
stamped return envelope.
QUESTIONS? Call 973-763-7955
NUMBER OF TICKETS:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

EMAIL:
PHONE:

Seating is at tables, please bring your own drinks and snacks

RISING STARS
Wells Fargo Jazz for Teens Students
Savor Chance To Share ‘Personal’
Experiences of Jazz Veterans

May 14th Concert Will Focus on the Music of Charles Mingus

C

lay Hudson grew up in a family “surrounded by music, and
it rubbed off on me.” Henry Spencer remembers that in the
second grade at St. Luke’s School
in the West Village, “every student took drum lessons. I was the
only one who stuck with it.”
Hudson and Spencer, both
drummers, are two of the 17 student musicians currently enrolled
in the New Jersey Performing Arts
Center’s Wells Fargo Jazz for Teens
program. Hudson, a resident of Ma-
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plewood, is a junior at Montclair
Kimberley Academy; Spencer, who
lives in Manhattan, is a junior at The
Dalton School. Both are members of
NJPAC’s James Moody Jazz Orchestra, a large ensemble of students playing big band standards and original
compositions under the guidance of
alto saxophonist Mark Gross. Hudson
and Spencer are also members of the
George Wein Scholars Ensemble, a
select group of WFJFT students who
are personally mentored by Gross
and the faculty. The last day of this
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Clay Hudson
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Henry Spencer

semester is May 14, and at 3 p.m. in
NJPAC’s Chase Room, the JMJO and
GWSE will present concerts revolving around the music of the late bassist/composer Charles Mingus, who
would have turned 100 on April 22
(See “Jazz History: Charles Mingus
at 100”, Jersey Jazz, April 2022).
“All semester long we’ve been
celebrating the centennial of Charles
Mingus,” said Gross. “Of course,
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there will be other selections as
well, but mostly Charles Mingus is
going to be the evening’s focus. Because of what Mingus represented,
not only as a bassist but as a socially conscious musician, we’re going
to feature some students’ compositions about how they feel about
what’s going on, whatever that
means to them, and how they voice
it through their music. One of the

things we highlight when talking
about Mingus is how he used his music for good and for bad.” The event
is for the students’ families and
friends. It is not open to the public.
Gross, who has played with such
jazz legends as trumpeter Nat Adderley and tenor saxophonist Jimmy
Heath (“Jazz at SOPAC”, Jersey Jazz,
February 2022), has been the program’s Director since 2015, but has
been involved as an instructor for
more than 20 years. This fall, WFJFT
will be observing its 25th anniversary. “We were right at the inception of
NJPAC,” he said, “so, this has kind of
been a staple arts education program
for the institution for quite a while.”
The first Director was bassist Rufus
Reid, followed by tenor saxophonist/
flutist Don Braden. “It was Rufus
Reid’s brainchild,” Gross added.
Two WFJFT faculty members
have been on board since the beginning: trombonist Earl McIntyre, who

spent more than 20 years with the
Thad Jones-Mel Lewis Orchestra;
and trumpeter Valery Ponomarev, a
veteran of Art Blakey and the Jazz
Messengers. “Between all of us,”
Gross added, “we’re one, maybe two
generations away from tracing this
thing truly back to the inception and
the roots of so many iconic figures of
the music. We not only teach things
through the curricula of pedagogy,
but we’re giving first-hand accounts.
You can imagine a young kid hearing Valery talk about being on the
road with Art Blakey or playing with
Elvin Jones or Charles Mingus.”
Hudson and Spencer, Gross said,
are typical of Jazz for Teens students
in that, “their commitment to the
program has been exemplary. They’re
growing, growing, growing—in many
ways even beyond the music.”
To Hudson, a key element of the
Jazz for Teens program is that, “You
learn from the best. I would say that
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this program definitely is an opportunity for me to make jazz more
personal. It’s allowed me a more personal relationship with the music.
I’m in other programs, but the fact
that I’m here has opened up things
that I never imagined before. It’s
with a sense of gratitude that I’m
able to be here. It has impacted my
life so much. I take what I learn here
and transport it to other things.”
Spencer pointed out that there
are many places he could have gone in
Manhattan to learn how to play jazz,
but “I feel here they look at you as a
person, and everybody helps you out.

This is really the only actual ensemble
experience I get regularly. It’s not just
like playing with one of my friends.
Everyone here is so incredibly skilled.”
On Sunday night, April 3, Spencer had an unusual opportunity to
practice his skills in front of a live
audience. He and two other Jazz for
Teens students—pianist Lili Masoudi and bassist Sebastian Leal—
played at a reception for current and
future NJPAC donors that preceded
the Diana Krall concert. Masoudi
and Leal, Spencer said, have been in
the Jazz for Teens program much
longer than he has. “They’re both

“
IT’S WITH A SENSE OF GRATITUDE

THAT I’M ABLE TO BE HERE.”
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Mark Gross

the go-to pianist and bass player
in the program. Of the 11 songs on
our set list, two were compositions
written by Lili. Not only is she an
amazingly skilled pianist—and only
15 years old—but she’s also a great
composer. Partway through our
set,” he continued, “John Schreiber,
NJPAC’s CEO, welcomed the audience and introduced us musicians. It
was a great musical environment.”
In December 2019, Spencer was
one of six student musicians from

the Dalton Upper School Jazz Honors Band who played at an Independent School Music Association
Jazz Honors Band concert held at
the Horace Mann School in the Riverdale section of the Bronx. Saxophonist Steve Wilson was the guest
conductor. “Since then, I’ve actually
gotten to talk to Steve after a couple
of shows that he played in—Christian McBride’s Inside Straight
group at the Village Vanguard and
his Big Band at Dizzy’s Club.”
Hudson is part of a lively young
music scene in Maplewood. A close
friend of his, trumpeter Ace Williams,
was one of three New Jersey-based
student musicians accepted to Carnegie Hall’s NYO Jazz Orchestra last
year (“Carnegie Hall Youth Ensemble
Will Have a New Jersey Cadence This
Summer”, Jersey Jazz, May 2021).
“We’ve collaborated on programs,
helped each other grow as musicians,
as people, and as artists,” he said.
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From left, John
Schreiber, Lili Masoudi,
Sebastian Leal,
and Henry Spencer.

I’m not sure what style of music I’ll
play.” One thing he is sure of. Wherever he winds up going to college, “I’d
like to come back to New York because I love it here. There is such a
concentration of great musicians.”
The primary drumming instructor at Jazz for Teens is Alves-

ter Garnett. “Alvester,” said Gross,
“will come in with his lesson plans,”
but he’ll also “share first-hand experiences of taking lessons with
Max Roach. I think what makes
our program special is that all of
our teachers—especially the older ones like myself—have had the

personal accounts of being in New
York during a time that, on any given night, you could go to any of
these clubs. You could go see Art
Blakey and the Jazz Messengers,
Elvin Jones and the Jazz Machine,
Freddy Hubbard, Cedar Walton.
The list goes on and on and on.”
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Other musical friends include the
members of the Maplewood-based
Baker Street Trio: drummer Ben
Schwartz, bassist Ryoma Takenaga, and pianist Ben Collins-Siegel.
All five of these student musicians
played at the Montclair Jazz Festival’s Grand Finale last September.
Hudson’s favorite contemporary
drummer is Karriem Riggins, but his
heroes from the past are Art Blakey
and Elvin Jones. Spencer points
to Brian Blade as his most admired
current drummer. As for older drummers, his top influence is Max Roach.
To Hudson, “Music has always
been my consistent index.” Will he
pursue it as a career? “I wouldn’t
say it’s clear right now,” he said. “It’s
still up in the air.” Spencer, however, definitely wants to do music professionally. “I don’t know where my
career will take me,” he said. “I’m
probably going to study jazz performance in college, and, after that,
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FROM THE CROW’S NEST
BY B I L L CROW

C

omputer programs that have
a spellchecker in them often
create funny substitutions for
words you have written. On one comment page, I wrote something about
pianist Tomoko Ohno and found
that the spellchecker had changed
her name to Tomato. And in a recent Facebook exchange, someone
intended to discuss a certain musician’s heroin problem, but it came
out “heroine problem.” That may
have left some people wondering if
the guy was involved with the leading lady of some Broadway show.

H

erb Gardner reminded me of
this one: Some years ago the
band from Condon’s was hired

Bill Crow is a freelance musician and writer. His books include Jazz Anecdotes,
Jazz Anecdotes: Second Time Around, and From Birdland to Broadway. This column is
reprinted with permission from Allegro, the monthly magazine of AFM Local 802.
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to play jazz versions of Christmas
carols for the tree lighting at Lincoln Center. The leader had brought
a book of holiday music so he could
sing the ones he didn’t know.
Out of the very enthusiastic audience came a bespectacled young
woman with a request: “Could you
play ‘Good King Wenceslas?’” Hastily checking the book, the leader assured her that he could. Because of his concentration on the
words, the leader realized that he
must have sung the wrong melody,
when he sang, “Good King Wenceslas looked out,” and the crowd
eagerly answered, E- I - E - I - O.

C

huck Erdahl told this one on
Facebook: “This involves my
old friends, Bill Byrne and Henry Cuesta. Henry was quite a clarinet player, having toured with Jack
Teagarden right out of high school

and having been featured regularly on the Lawrence Welk Show.
One night Bill Byrne and I were
in the sax section at the Ambassador Theater in Pasadena CA, backing up Henry as he did a tribute to
Benny Goodman. The place was
packed with about 1,500 people, and
Henry was getting ready to kick off
his big closer, ‘Sing, Sing, Sing.’
“Henry turned and handed
me his clarinet so he could adjust
the microphone and tell the audience a brief story about Benny to
get them in the mood. Bill Byrne
said to me, ‘Chuck, give him YOUR
clarinet instead!’ I said, ‘Are you
kidding me?’, and Bill said, ‘Don’t
worry, he’ll figure it out right away
and it will be funny!’ So I handed him my clarinet, which, besides being a different make, also
had a different type of mouthpiece, reed, resistance, and keys!
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As Henry launched into the rest
of his Benny story, he had my horn in
his hands and he was fingering the
keys, but he didn’t seem to notice
that it was not his clarinet! Bill and
I were trying desperately to get his
attention by stage whispering ‘Henry, hey Henry, psssst!!!’ Too late. The
drums started, the horns came in
and then Henry’s first eight bar solo.
I was horrified! His first note or two
were kind of stuffy, and he realized
something was different, but he dug
in and started wailing like it was his
own axe. After that little eight measure solo he came over and looked
at me and said ‘Chuck, you’re a dirty
dog!’, but at least he was grinning a
little. I tried to exchange horns, but
he said, ‘No, I’ve got it,, and boy did
he ever. He played an extended solo
with amazing licks and flourishes,
ending with a double B at the end,
and it all sounded as great as it al-
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ways had. When the song finished, he
bowed to the audience, grabbed his
own clarinet as he handed me mine,
exited stage right and never said
another word about it afterward!”

A

nd Bob Millikan posted this
one on Facebook: During a
U2 concert in Belfast, Ireland,
Bono asked the audience for total silence. Then he slowly started
to clap his hands, once every few
seconds. Holding the audience in
total silence, he said into the microphone, “Every time I clap my
hands, a child in Africa dies.” From
the front of the crowd, a broad Irish
accent pierced the quiet: “Well,
stop doin’ it then, ya evil bastard!”

A

nother story from Chuck Erdahl: “I used to do the Ringling
shows when in the summers
they would do four weeks in the gen-

eral Los Angeles area. The leader
for many years was a monster trumpet player named Keith Greene. He
would conduct and play all of the
high note solos. (Doc Severinsen
was so impressed with Keith that he
got him a guest spot onTthe Tonight
Show playing ‘Malaguena’). Those
that have done the Ringling gig can
attest to the amount of playing you
do during one 2 ½ hour show. And
you sometimes would do three
shows per day on the weekends.
“One Tuesday night, the first
show after the one day off, Keith
came in with a gash on his upper lip,
just off center. He had been fishing
that morning and, during a cast, put
a fish hook in his lip! He took it out,
cleaned up the wound, and came in
to work. He could have had his lead
player conduct and play for him, but
he didn’t. He just rubbed some K-Y
jelly on it and played his tail off!”
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BOOK REVIEW
Mary Lou Williams:
Music for the Soul

By Deanna Witkowski

LITURGICAL PRESS, COLLEGEVILLE
152 PAGES, 2021

BY JOE L A N G

W

hile jazz enthusiasts primarily know Mary Lou Williams
as one of the best, if too often
unsung, pianists, composers and arrangers in the history of jazz, there
was another side to Williams that
centered around her spirituality. All
aspects of this remarkable woman’s
life are explored in depth by Deanna
Witkowski, herself an accomplished
jazz pianist and composer, in Mary
Lou Williams: Music for the Soul.
Although born in Atlanta, Williams moved to Pittsburgh at the age
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of five. She already had an incredible
ability to play piano by ear. By the
time she started attending Westinghouse High School at the age of 14, she
was already on the verge of becoming a professional musician. Soon,
she was given permission by her
mother to join a traveling vaudeville
show, accompanied by a chaperone.
By the age of 16, she married a
saxophonist named John Williams.
He eventually went on the road
with Andy Kirk’s Clouds of Joy. The
band’s home base was Kansas City,

and Mary Lou soon joined him, eventually writing arrangements for the
band. Under Kirk’s guidance, Williams began to read music, enhancing her arranging and composing
talents. When the band pianist did
not appear for a recording session,
she was called upon to fill the piano
chair. It took a bit of time, but she
finally advanced to the piano chair
in the Kirk band while continuing to
provide the band with new charts.
By 1942, Williams decided to
go out on her own as a soloist and
bandleader. Over the next 15 years,
Williams played and recorded, but
took some periods away from music,
becoming involved in social work,
while consistently having financial
struggles. In the mid-1950s, she became involved with the Roman Catholic church, eventually becoming
baptized and a member of the church
the day after her 45th birthday.
The balance of her 71 years was

spent spreading her time between
her social work and her music. Until her final years, she was always
plagued by financial uncertainty,
but never wavered from her faith.
Many of her compositions were
related to religious themed material, including several masses.
Williams was a special individual. Her musical talent was exceptional, enthusiastically recognized
by her peers, jazz enthusiasts, and
critics. Because of the importance
to her of her spiritual life and dedication to helping others in need,
she never developed the musical
career path that would have resulted in the kind of consistent
broad popularity and financial rewards that her talent deserved.
Witkowski has done a superb
job of presenting a portrait of Williams that encompasses all of the
strengths and weaknesses that
formed this unique individual.
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BY JOE L A N G

D

enver-based pianist/composer/educator Ben Markley has
released a wonderful collection by the Ben Markley Big
Band featuring Ari Hoenig, well-titled Ari’s Fun House (OA2 – 22200).
Markley has written swinging big
band charts for seven selections
based on small group performances led by drummer Ari Hoenig, and
brought them to life with a superb
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17-piece aggregation that executes
his arrangements with precision. The
charts leave room for many sparkling
solo interludes. This is an impressive outing of swinging contemporary big band jazz. originalarts.com
On Hangin’ Out (Basset Hound Music
– 102) The Jim Self/John Chiodini Duo
plays a 13-song program that is simply terrific. Self plays F and CC tubas
plus his self-conceived fluba, a hybrid
flugelhorn/tuba horn, while Chiodini
alternates between acoustic and electric guitars. On four selections, they
have added a guest artist. Trombonist
Scott Whitfield contributes on his original, “Lydian Afternoon”, Tom Peterson
lends his tenor sax to his own “Another
Thing,” David Angel complements the
low register of Self with his baritone
sax on “Everything Happens to Me,”
while the flugelhorn of Ron Stout is
present for “I Walk a Little Faster.” Self

and Chiodini met while playing on the
David Angel Jazz Ensemble, started
jamming together on guitar and tuba,
found great chemistry and have now
released their third duo album. Their
musical chemistry is magical and well
worth your attention. jimself.com
Nikos Chatzitsakos is a Greek-born
bassist who studied at Boston’s
Berklee College of Music. On his new
album, Tiny Big Band (self-produced),
Chatzitsakos offers up 11 freshly conceived charts for six horns, trumpet,
trombone and four saxes, plus a threepiece rhythm section, with occasional
contributions from a second trumpet/
flugelhorn player, a guitarist, a vibraphonist and a vocalist. His repertoire
includes eight standards plus Mary
Lou Williams’ “In the Land of OoBla-Dee,” Ray Brown’s “Lined with a
Groove”, and Gigi Gryce’s “Social Call.”
Chatzitsakos has provided swing

arrangements with a contemporary
edge that are played with verve by
his band. Lian Zac adds fine vocals
on “In the Land of Oo-Bla-Dee,” “I’ve
Grown Accustomed to Her Face”, and
“Social Call.” nikoschatzitakos.com
Tenor saxophonist Keith Oxman’s latest release, This One’s for Joey (Capri
– 74168), is a straight-ahead collection
of 12 selections by his quartet with Jeff
Jenkins on piano, Mark Simon on bass
and Todd Reid on drums plus a track
from 2014 with Oxman in the company
of bassist Joey Pearlman and drummer
Stevie Pearlman. The album is dedicated to the memory of Joey Pearlman, a
former student of Oxman’s at Denver’s
East High School, who died at the age
of 24. Seven of the compositions are
by Oxman, a couple by Jenkins, one
by Joey Pearlman ,and two are standards, “Blame It on My Youth” and In
the Wee Small Hours of the Morning.”
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The track with the Pearlman brothers
is John Coltrane’s “John Paul Jones.”
Oxman falls easily into the mainstream
with a welcoming tone and approach.
One of the anomalies in jazz is how
some of the true giants of the music
never seem to garner the kind of mass
popularity that their artistry deserves.
On example was Pepper Adams, one
of the most exceptional baritone saxophonists ever on the scene. He was
revered by his peers and admired by
critics but never achieved the name
recognition he deserved. While he
recorded as a leader many times, he
never had a regular working band,
spending much of his career as a sideman, most notably with Charles Mingus and the Thad Jones/Mel Lewis
Big Band, where attention to him as an
individual was limited. Live at Room at
the Top (Reel to Reel – 008) is a twodisc set taken from a performance in
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His genius as a composer is evident on
“Civilization and Its Discontents” and
“Patrice,” the pair of originals on his
program. He also puts his own stamp
on standards with his takes on “Time
on My Hands” and “Stella by Starlight.”
The restoring and release of this archival material by Cory Weeds is welcome
indeed and a valuable addition to the
Pepper Adams catalog. cellarlive.com

Edmonton, Alberta, by Adams with
the Tommy Banks Trio. Adams was
working with a local trio, but they play
with a cohesiveness that belies their
lack of prior familiarity. Except for
Thad Jones’ “’Tis,” which Adams used
as a set closer, the other six selections
are extended numbers with Adams
unreeling magnificent solos filled
with imaginative improvisations that
demonstrate his peerless originality.

An unusual circumstance led to Live
from Vienna 1967 (Brubeck Editions
– 20220301) by the Dave Brubeck Trio.
Brubeck’s Quartet was on tour in Europe. Following the concert in Hamburg, alto saxophonist Paul Desmond
went out on the town and extended
his reveling to such an extent that he
missed the plane to their next stop
in Vienna. He never arrived for the
concert, so Brubeck on piano, Eugene
Wright on bass, and Joe Morello on
drums performed the Vienna concert

as a trio, the only recording by them in
this format. There are six selections,
“St. Louis Blues,” Brubeck’s “One Moment Worth Years,” “Swanee River,”
“La Paloma Azul,” a Mexican folk song,
“Someday My Prince Will Come”, and
“Take the ‘A’ Train.” The trio has a much
freer feeling than the quartet which
had a more formal approach. Swing is
not a word that is usually associated
with Brubeck, but this concert gave
him an opportunity to take that path.
The album documents a special moment in time and is a welcome piece
of Brubeckiana. davebrubeck.com
For All We Know (Jazzheads) is a
dream of an album by Bill Kirchner
with Carol Fredette and Marc Copland.
While Kirchner was the moving force
behind the 2013 concert at The Players in New York City from which this
material was taken—and his playing
on soprano sax is an important ele-
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ment in the splendor of this recording—it is the presence of Fredette
that makes this a particularly special
release. Despite being on the scene for
more than 50 years, and being regarded as among the select circle of exceptional jazz singers, Fredette only released six albums under her own name
during the period between 1984 and
2014. This album adds another gem
to her catalog and is a perfect example of the magic that can result when
three outstanding jazz musicians just
pick some tunes and let what happens
happen. There are seven selections
on which the threesome stretches out
for a little over an hour, “All of You,”
“Some Other Time”, “Dreamer (Vivo
Sonhando),” A Beautiful Friendship,”
“A Time for Love,” “Zingaro” and “For
All We Know.” Fredette left us last
year (See “Remembering Carol Fredette”, Jersey Jazz, April 2021), but
her recordings will keep her music
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alive for as long as there are people
desiring to hear great music. Thanks
to Bill Kirchner for making this music
available! amazon.co (Note: This material is only available as a download.)
In September 2019, vocalist Carol
Sloane did a two-night engagement
at the Birdland Theater accompanied by pianist Mike Renzi, bassist
Jay Leonhart, and tenor saxophonist
Scott Hamilton. Highlights from that
gig are on Live at Birdland (CLUB44
Records – 4122). The 12 tracks provide a master class on how to apply
subtle understatement to vocal jazz
and give full attention to the essence
of each lyric, while never losing an
innate feeling of swing. The program
is a tasteful compilation of standards.
Included are: “Havin’ Myself a Time,”
“Blue Turning Grey Over You,” “I
Don’t Want to Walk Without You,” “As
Long As I Live,” “Glad to Be Unhap-

py/I Got a Right to Sing the Blues,” “If
I Should Lose You,” “You Were Meant
for Me,” “The Very Thought of You,”
“You’re Driving Me Crazy,” “Two for
the Road” and “Wrap Your Troubles in
Dreams,” plus a rare gem from Richard Rodney Bennett and Frank Underwood, “I’ll Always Leave the Door
a Little Bit Open.” Her bandmates add
sparkling accompaniment to Sloane’s
vocal artistry. This album is a must

have for anyone who likes vocalism at
its highest level! club44records.com
One word best describes Paris Sessions 2 (BFM Jazz) the new release
from vocalist Tierney Sutton – intimate. Sutton in teamed with her
guitarist husband, Serge Merlaud,
and bassist Kevin Axt for 13 tracks of
mostly ballads that include four Brazilian songs, three lyrics by Alan and
Marilyn Bergman, a few tunes from
films including “Beautiful Love” and
“Pure Imagination” plus a couple of
standards, “Isn’t It a Pity” and “You’d
Be So Nice to Come Home To,” the
latter of which is the only swing style
selection on the album. Sutton has a
way of stamping her personal touch on
any song that she sings. On five tracks,
the beautiful enhancements by flautist Hubert Laws wonderfully complement Sutton’s vocals. In this format,
she is not as stylized as she tends to
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be with her regular working band, but
she is still clearly Tierney Sutton, a
unique and important presence on
the vocal jazz scene. bfmjazz.com
Necessary Arrangements (JM - 001))
is a reissue of a 2011 album by vocalist Jackie Messina. It was conceived
as a tribute to the man who served as
her mentor when she made a spur of
the moment decision to attend a vocal
workshop run by pianist Enos Payne.
With Payne’s guidance, Messina developed her own interpretations of
songs from the Great American Songbook. Payne died of a brain aneurysm
in 2005. When Messina decided to
record an album, she engaged a fine
quartet of Bruce Barth on piano, Will
Galison on harmonica, Paul Beaudry
or Ed Howard on bass, and Cliff Barbaro on drums for a nicely chosen program of 13 tunes. Messina has a natural jazz feeling in her phrasing. She
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chose to open with a couple of tunes
not usually addressed by jazz people, “Inchworm” and “I Feel Pretty.”
Along the way she also includes “Wild
Is the Wind,” “Surrey with a Fringe
on Top,” “Baltimore Oriole,” “Slow,
Hot Wind” and “Show Me.” fye.com
The pairing of the Kim Nalley Band
with tenor saxophonist Houston
Person is just right. Nalley is a
swinging blues-edged vocalist from
San Francisco who has been a major presence in the Bay Area jazz
scene. Their recent release, I Want
a Little Boy (self-produced), has 10
tracks with songs ranging from the
Ruth Brown r&b classic “Teardrops
from My Eyes” to a jazzy take on
Fred Rogers’ “Beautiful Day in the
Neighborhood.” Person is a master at
accompanying vocalists, most notably from his long musical relationship with Etta Jones. Nalley has two

versions of the title song, one a duet
with Maria Muldaur and the other
an extended version with lots of fine
tenor from Person. kimnalley.com
Vocalist/lyricist Mark Winkler has
a new album titled Late Bloomin’
Jazzman (Café Pacific – 6010) and it
demonstrates once again that he is
among the top tier of swinging jazz
singers. This outing finds him in the
company of a varying mix of top LA
area jazz players. The program includes a couple of standards, “It Ain’t
Necessarily So” and “Old Devil Moon;”
two tunes by terrific lyricists, “Don’t
Be Blue” by Michael Franks and “I
Always Had a Thing for You” by Lorraine Feather; plus eight songs with
lyrics by Winkler and music composed by seven different musicians.
Winkler’s lyrics are very personal,
relating to personal relationships (“In
Another Way,” “Before You Leave”
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SANDY SASSO
Back at The Distillery
in Long Branch
for a night of great jazz
with my Trio.
Enjoy on-premise distilled
Spirits: Scotch, Vodka, Rum
Rye and Tequila.
Bring in your own food, or
order from local restaurants
I’ll be there Sat., May 28th,
Book a comfy spot at
“BookNow.com”

OTHER VIEWS

north Jersey's neighborhood spots
for open jams
couLd use your support!
They provide high levels of musicianship and a platform
for younger musicians to share a stage with their elders

and “Marlena’s Memories”); deep
interests like film noir (“When All the
Lights in the Sign Worked”), the lack
of a sense of history among much of
the younger generation of jazz musicians (“Late Bloomin’ Jazzman”),
bossa nova music (“Bossa Nova
Days”) and songwriting (“If Gershwin Had Lived”); and a statement of
the process of aging (“Old Enough”).
His lyrics are touching, witty and
incisive, on target for each subject at
hand. To get the full benefit of what
Winkler has to offer, requires several careful listenings, which is time
well spent. markwinklermusic.com
Ernesto Lecuona was a Cuban composer known as the Gershwin of Cuba
for his creation of popular music that
was also a strong influence on his contemporaries and those who followed.
Many of his songs became known in
this country through their exposure
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by the Desi Arnaz Orchestra. Among
his best-known songs over here are
“Malagueña,” “The Breeze and I (Andalucía)” and “Always in My Heart (Siempre en mi Corazón).” Guitarist/vocalist
Luis Mario Ochoa, who escaped from
Cuba to Toronto in 1990 and relocated
to Miami in 2014, has just released a
collection of 10 songs by Lecuona titled Forever Lecuona (self-produced).
It is a spirited program that finds
Ochoa accompanied by a varying cast
of musicians. LuisMarioOchoa.com
For many years, Birdland has been
home for “Cast Party”, a Monday night
open mic event that offers singers
of various levels of prominence the
opportunity to sing a song or two accompanied by the house rhythm section. The host of these get togethers
is Jim Caruso. The pianist, when he
is in town, is Billy Stritch. Both are
vocalists, have wonderful senses of

humor and an innate personal performing chemistry. Occasionally, they
perform as a duo, usually with bassist
Steve Doyle. On one such occasion, at
the Birdland Theater in February 2019,
the recording mics were in action, and
the results can be found on The Sunday Set (CLUB44 Records – 4120).
They perform some selections as a duo,
while also taking some tunes as solo
vocal numbers. Most of the selections
are familiar ones such as “You Are My
Sunshine,” “Lullaby of Birdland,” “Isn’t
It a Pity,” “A Doodlin’ Song” and “42nd
Street.” They also toss in a few unexpected songs such as Barry Manilow
and Adrienne Anderson’s “Lovin’ at
Birdland” and Susan Werner’s delightful bit of whimsey, “What Did You Do
to Your Face.” They know how to provide a fresh and warmly entertaining
experience for their appreciative audience, and it comes through clearly on
this fun recording. club44records.com
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RIVERVIEW
JAZZ
Bringing jazz
to Jersey City
riverview
jazz.org
MOORE'S LOUNGE
189 Monticello Ave
Jersey City
Fri & Sun open jams
no cover
Winard Harper,
host
Park north of venue
on Monticello

BRIGHTSIDE TAVERN
Bright & Monmouth
Mon 8pm - open jam
no cover
Noel Sagerman, host
park just south of
venue on Monmouth

Tavern On George
361 George Street
New Brunswick
Thurs 7 - 10 pm /$15 cover
Tues 7 - 10 p.m. no cover
Emerging Artists/open jam
New Brunswick Jazz Project
CLEMENT'S PLACE
15 Washington St
Rutgers Newark
WED & FRI
no cover but RSVP:
Jazz973/Facebook
InstituteJazz Studies &
Gregory Burrus
Productions, hosts

DLV LOUNGE
300 Bloomfield Ave
Montclair
Thurs & Friday, 9-12
no cover
Richard Pierson,
host

Norman Mann hosts
Friday jazz @ 7:30 pm
$10 cover/free parking
16th Ave&EasternPkwy

More info: J Pansulla / JazzEducation@njjs.org

Charnett Moffett, Jr

Skilled Bassist Who Started Out
with the Marsalis Brothers

U

pright and electric bass virtuoso Charnett Moffett ,Jr.
passed away from a heart attack
on April 11, 2022, at only 54 years
old. Born in New York City, Moffett
came from a musical family. His
father, drummer Charles Moffett
Sr., was best known for his free jazz
work with Ornette Coleman, and he
named his son Charnett by melding
the names Charles and Ornette.
Developing at a young age, Charnett first began performing and recording with a family band when he
was only eight. After attending the
LaGuardia High School of Music &
Arts and Performing Arts, Mannes
College Music, and Julliard, Moffett
came to the attention of the greater
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jazz community when he first began
performing and recording with Wynton and Branford Marsalis. In 1984,
Moffett made his professional recording debut, contributing to Branford’s
Scene in the City (Columbia Records:
1985). Several notable album ap-

pearances followed, such as Wynton
Marsalis -Black Codes (From The
Underground) (Columbia Records:
1985), Stanley Jordan’s -Magic Touch
(Blue Note: 1985), and Tony Williams Civilization (Blue Note :1987.)
In the late 1980s and early 1990s,

Moffett began recording and touring regularly with saxophonist Kenny Garrett, the Manhattan Jazz
Quintet, and saxophonist Pharoah
Sanders’ Band. As one of the most
sought-after bassists over the last
three decades, Moffett has more than
200 album credits which include
recordings with notable stars such as
McCoy Tyner, David Sanborn, Herbie Hancock, among many others.
Besides contributing as a sideman,
he began recording as a solo artist
n 1987, with his earliest albums, Net
Man (1987) and Beauty Within (1989),
released on Blue Note Records. His 16
releases as a leader revealed a bassist
of incredible technique, imagination,
and musical integrity. With the ability
to manipulate the full range of the instrument, bow with the confidence of
a classical soloist, and create a wide
range of innovative right and lefthand playing techniques, few of even
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BIG BAND IN THE SKY
the most famed bassists could even
imagine matching Moffett’s skills.
Suffering from the intense pain
caused by trigeminal neuralgia, a
nerve disorder, Moffett’s recording
output slowed somewhat over the
last decade. During this period, he
managed to record and perform
some impressive solo projects
and is featured on albums by The
Manhattan Jazz Quartet, Stanley
Jordan, Howard Shore, and others.
He also continued to lead and
work with his Moffett Family Jazz
Band and recorded and performed
with his wife, singer, and guitarist,
Jana Herzen. Their newest album,
Jana Herzen and Charnett Moffett
Round The World, is scheduled
for release sometime this year.
Moffett should long be remembered
for his skills as a bassist and his
fantastic contributions to the
jazz tradition. —JAY SWEET
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Sid Mark

Host of Sinatra Radio Shows

S

idney Mark Fliegelman was
working as a jazz disc jockey on
the overnight shift at Philadelphia radio station, WHAT-FM, in 1956.
The co-worker following him didn’t
show up, and Fliegelman decided to
play an hour of Frank Sinatra. That,
according to the Philadelphia Inquirer’s Dan DeLuca, “started a tradition
that would last six-and-a-half decades.”
Fliegelman, who became Sid
Mark, the host of Sundays with Sinatra, Fridays with Sinatra, and the nationally syndicated Sounds of Sinatra,
died April 18, 2022, at the age of 88.
He moved from WHAT to WWDBFM, and when that station shifted to
rock ‘n roll and canceled his show in
2000, the Philadelphia Daily News
started a petition drive to keep him

on the air. He moved to WPHT-AM
where he remained until now, although recent shows were taped archive editions. From 1965-1975, Mark
also had a Philadelphia television
show, The Mark of Jazz, first airing
on WPHL-TV and later on WHYY-TV.
Mark met Sinatra, DeLuca wrote,
“when The Chairman of the Board summoned him to Las Vegas. Mark and his
first wife, Loretta, flew to the desert and
were invited to dinner with Sinatra and
friends, including Quincy Jones, Milton Berle, and Jack Benny.” According
to Mark, “He introduced us to everyone at the table, saying, ‘This is the kid

that does that show in Philadelphia.’”
Also credited with discovering
Nina Simone, Mark told All That
Philly Jazz in 2016 that, “Nina was
something else. When I discovered
her, she was just playing piano at a
little joint in Philly at 22nd and Chestnut. It was a bar, and she wasn’t singing. She was just playing the piano.”
In Simone’s autobiography, I Put a
Spell on You (Pantheon New York:
1992), she attributed her success to “a
white Jewish disc jockey, Sid Mark.”
Survivors include: his wife,
Judy Mark; three sons, Brian, Andy,
and Eric; and a daughter, Stacey.
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NOT
WITHOUT
YOU!
Your membership is vital to
NJJS’s mission to promote
and preserve America’s
great art form—JAZZ!

THANK YOU and welcome

to all who have recently
joined or renewed their
memberships. We can’t do
what we do without you!

NJJS org

RENEWED MEMBERS

NEW MEMBERS

Donald Goldman

Thomas Daquila

Brian Hochstadt

Jim Fallon

Theodore Jones

Ruben Hewitt

LIVINGSTON, NJ

MORRISTOWN, NJ

MORRISTOWN, NJ

Ronald Lilly
FANWOOD, NJ

Barbara Theon
TEANECK, NJ

TOMS RIVER TOWNSHIP, NJ

HOBOKEN, NJ

SANTA MONICA, CA

